Assembly Instructions:
1. Carefully cut out the Fuselage. Cut Slot A, B, C, and D, and fold the Fuselage in half along the dotted fold line.
2. Cut out the Top Tail Fin and push up through Slot A.
3. Cut out the Delta Wing and fold Tab B and C up along the dotted lines. Fold the left and right portions of the wing under along the fold lines so that it forms a triangle. Insert Tab B and C into Slot B and C respectively and expand the tabs to hold the wing in place.
4. Cut out the Tail Wing and insert into Slot D.
5. After assembly is complete, scotch tape the model together at the indicated areas and put a paper clip on the nose of the model to protect the tip and improve flight.

Assembly Tips: For best results, use an X-ACTO® knife for cutting and to lightly score the fold lines before folding.

Flying Tips: For longer flights, hook a rubber band to the notch under the nose, pull back on the tail and let go! If the model curves to the right or left in flight, bend the body straight. If the model nose dives or flies up too steeply, bend the back edge of the Delta wing up or down as needed to adjust the flight of the model to a smooth glide.